
Class 2

Meditation

reminder

Chapter 2

Exercise

Chapter 7

Conversation cafe style?

5 min.

payment if you have not yet paid

the course overview

handouts

class 1: coming from gratitude

class 2: Apathaeia and our pain for the world

class 3: The Basic Miracle/The Great 
Turning

class 4: Going Forth

Apathy: deadening the heart and mind

Causes

costs of blocking our pain

Coming back to life

we are inseparable from the world

apathaeia

what is pain for the world?

pain is the price of consciousness

problem is not our pain but our repression of it

"non-suffering"

inability or refusal to feel pain

in a threatened and suffering world

it is an absolutely necessary component of 
our collective healing

it is a warning signal designed to trigger remedial action

Fear of pain

fear of despair

spiritual traps

fear of not fitting in

distrust of our own intelligence

fear of guilt

fear of distressing loved ones

view of self as separate

hijacked attention

Fear of powerlessness

Fear of knowing—and speaking

Mass media

Job and time pressures

Social violence

attachments

personal vs. political

attention to the world's suffering will make it worse

spirituality as a place to hide from the pain

negative thinking

subject is unwelcome

vulnerability to interruption
X reflect deeply

X meaningful conversation

corporate controlled media

right wing media ownership

misinformation

deception

fomenting of false fears

Impeded cognitive functioning

Impeded access to the unconscious

impeded instinct for self-preservation

impeded eros

impeded empathy

impeded imagination

impeded feedback

intuition

creativity

embeddedness in life

pain for the world is healthy

new relationship with world, ourselves, each other

Great Turning courage and love dare to see our world as it is

beauty

terror

co-arise with us

my tears are for...

Vow of intention

 1 min. spoken reflections

chant

passing the bowl of water

placing the bowl of water on the altar

spontaneous writing/drawing 10 min.

May the work we do serve the healing of our world

power

liberation

solidarity

from owning our collective grief

"my tears are for"specific beings and places

continuous

"with this dark and painful 
stuff, our task is to..."

Honoring our Pain for the world

fear of negative thinking
resistance

fear of making things worse


